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The human gut microbiota has been defined as the entire collection of microbes (bacteria, archaea, eukarya, and viruses)

living as a complex ecosystem in our gastrointestinal tract, coevolved with humankind.

Diet have a fundamental role in determining gut microbiota composition and diversity. 
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1. Introduction

The composition and diversity of intestinal microbiota have been associated with several chronic diseases, including

colorectal cancer, metabolic, autoimmune, and allergic diseases, and neurological disorders .

Gut microbes can affect the homeostasis of the host by producing vitamins, amino acids, and short-chain fatty acids

(SCFA) starting from food components . Therefore, by providing substrates for microbial metabolism, the diet has a

fundamental role in determining gut microbiota composition and diversity . Recent studies have also suggested the

possible influence of physical activity (PA) on gut microbiota composition. Evidence suggests that some microbial phyla

and genera whose abundance was found to be exercise-related, especially SCFA producers, may have a role in

maintaining intestinal epithelial homeostasis and increasing mucus thickness, in improving host metabolic immune status,

and in modulating the gut–brain axis, reducing, among other things, neuroinflammation and mental fatigue. However, the

majority of the available studies focused on this issue are based on animal models or performed among non-healthy

individuals. In addition, the studies performed in humans have heterogeneous designs and they consider different forms,

doses, and duration of exercise, which did not allow to draw clear conclusions . Furthermore, the

interaction between PA and diet composition and their respective influence on gut microbiota are not always

characterized . This systematic review is aimed to better understand whether and how PA can influence human gut

microbiota composition independently of diet. 

2. Diet-independent relationship between PA and Gut Microbiota
Composition

Recent studies have suggested that higher levels of PA and cardiorespiratory fitness are associated with higher microbial

diversity in the gut and with the abundance of some phyla and certain SCFA producers in humans . Previous reviews

have tried to address this item, but they did not reach clear conclusions due to the paucity and the heterogeneity of the

available studies on humans . Since the designs of the studies, the populations examined, the types of

PA considered, or the assessment methods are different in the literature, it is difficult to draw definite statements in this

field. In their recent review, Tzemah Shahar et al. tried to characterize the role of PA in humans by analyzing exclusively

studies reporting PA intervention with a duration of at least 5 weeks . Aya et al., instead, included cross-sectional and

longitudinal studies . However, both reviews did not evaluate these studies in the light of how the relationship between

PA and diet was considered.

Since the gut microbiota may be influenced by several factors, such as diet or disease, it is important to characterize the

possible role of PA excluding the effects of potential confounders. Therefore, while planning this review, we have tried to

choose eligibility criteria that could have allowed us to obtain a selection of comparable studies. To this aim, we

considered only controlled studies on healthy humans and evaluated their findings with regard to the diet, assumed as the

main possible confounder. Furthermore, in the analysis of the results, we separated those obtained from athlete groups

and those coming from the general population to detect possible differences related to sports practice, active lifestyle, and

sedentarism .
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The selected studies showed heterogeneous results regarding microbiome variability and composition, so as for diet-

related outcomes. This is probably due to the differences among the studies, which employed different measures and

have been conducted on samples from different geographical areas, practicing different sports or levels of exercise, and

with different ages. As for microbial variability, six out of ten studies found higher values in active people . In

addition, the study of Bressa et al. reported an inverse association between sedentary parameters and microbiota

richness, suggesting that the pattern of exercise, such as breaks in sedentary time, avoiding long periods of inactivity

during the daily routine, may induce changes in gut microbiota composition . However, two of these  did not report

differences when using other variability indexes, and another found lower dissimilarity in athletes with respect to controls

. These different results may be attributed to the different measures adopted to evaluate microbiota variability and are

consistent with those of Tzemah Shahar et al. . Interestingly, the studies which showed higher variability were

performed in young adult groups . The study by Taniguchi et al., which did not register different levels of

variability, involved older adults . It is possible that the different age classes have played a role in determining these

results. In fact, compared with young adults, the elderly have different digestive physiology, characterized by a reduction

in transit and production of digestive secretions, which could explain the changes in the fecal microbiota associated with

advancing age . In contrast with this, Jang et al. did not find significant microbiota diversity between young athletes and

healthy controls. However, as the authors stated, the inadequate intake of carbohydrates and dietary fiber associated with

a high protein diet observed in the athletes might have counteracted the beneficial effects of exercise on gut microbiota

diversity. This unbalanced diet may be the cause of the inconsistency between these results and those of Clarke et al. and

Cronin et al., who reported a higher microbial diversity in rugby athlete/exercise groups in relation to protein assumption

. Even analyzing a sample of rugby players, Barton et al. confirmed the enhancement of microbial diversity in

professional athletes who associate extreme PA and dietary adaptations, such as increased protein intake, in comparison

with sedentary individuals. Athletes showed also increased metabolic pathways and fecal metabolite production than

controls .

As reported by other authors , several differences between athlete/active and inactive people were instead reported

at phylum and genus level, even by studies that did not detect significant variations in general variability measures. The

majority of the studies found a higher abundance of the phylum Firmicutes or correspondent genera

 and a lower prevalence of Bacteroidetes or related genera  in more active people. Contrarily to these

results, a lower prevalence of C. difficile was detected in the exercise group by Taniguchi et al. , while a higher

prevalence of the Prevotella genus was found in rugby players by Clarke et al. . The Firmicutes/Bacteroidetes ratio has

been found to be associated with several factors that can influence their balance in the gut. Age, gender, therapies, diet

may in fact favor one of these phyla, leading to dysbiosis which can, in turn, allow the development of diseases. In

particular, the increased amount of Firmicutes with respect to Bacteroidetes has been related to the pathophysiology of

intestinal, metabolic, and Central Nervous System-related disorders . However, since the increase of some

Firmicutes genera cannot be necessarily negative for the host, the findings of this review do not indicate necessarily that

exercise may be detrimental for gut microbiome composition and human health. In fact, Firmicutes genera such as

Ruminococcaceae or Fecalibacteria, which were reported to be higher among active participants in the studies by Clarke,

Jung, and Han, have been shown to be beneficial for health and they were associated with healthy status and lifestyle

. At the same time, the genus Megasphaera, which was reported to be lower in active individuals by Gallè et al., and

the genus Bacteroides, whose decrease was found by Clarke and Jang, were associated with a disease status .

Interestingly, among Verrucomicrobia, an increase of the genus Akkermansia was found among active people in three

studies . The role of this intestinal symbiont in host health has been widely shown . In particular, the levels of A.
muciniphila have been demonstrated to be negatively correlated with some diseases, included inflammatory bowel

disease, obesity, and diabetes ; its activity in increasing intestinal mucus thickness, gut barrier, and immune signaling

functions, and its role as SCFAs producer made this species a promising candidate for next-generation probiotics. Other

findings at genus level were study-specific and account for differences among athletes practicing different types of sport.

In conclusion, the results of this systematic review indicate that PA can increase the abundance of health-promoting

bacteria in the intestinal microbiota, hindering some negative genera. In particular, a higher variability and abundance of

Firmicutes was reported in the majority of the studies comparing athletes and sedentary people, while these findings were

less robust in the studies performed in the general population. This could be related to the different volume of exercise

existing between athletes and non-athletes and may suggest the importance of the volume of PA in determining gut

microbiota composition. However, it should be noted that the practice of sport can be associated with specific food/nutrient

intakes, which can favor specific microbial populations . Therefore, it may be difficult to disentangle the effects of

PA/exercise and diet. In our analysis, only four cross-sectional investigations adjusted their results for diet (Figure 1)
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Figure 

Two of these studies refer to the lack of significant correlations after controlling for confounders, while Manor et al.

confirmed a significant association between PA and microbiome diversity after adjusting for dietary factors [38]. The study

by Scheiman et al. found a diet-independent increase of the genus Veillonella, suggesting the possibility that systemic

lactate resulting from muscle activity during exercise may enter the gastrointestinal lumen and become metabolized by

this genus, providing a selective advantage for the gut colonization by lactate-metabolizing organisms . Interestingly, the

relationship between PA levels and Veillonella abundance in the gut was reported also by Manor et al. . Moreover, it

should be noted that these four studies highlighted similar findings regarding the abundance of bacterial families

(Lachnospiraceae, Paraprevotellaceae, Ruminococcaceae, and Veillonellaceae) that are involved in several functions and

different pathways, including metabolic, protective, structural, and histological functions. Lachnospiraceae include genus

as Coprococcus, a butyrate-producing genus, that promotes some exercise-related health effects. Moreover, Lachnospira
species are known to produce anti-inflammatory short-acid butyrate . Furthermore, the families Lachnospiraceae and

Ruminococcaceae can be anticorrelated in gut microbiota because they overlap as an ecological niche. Indeed, these

families can respond to similar diets, such as high fiber or probiotics . However, both can be involved in fiber

degradation and butyrate production . Clostridiaceae are associated with an increase in fecal butyrate production

amongst physically fit participants and involved in these pathways . However, this bacterial family can be influenced

by the intake of a high-fat diet . Veillonellaceae are involved in lactate metabolism and contribute to the dihydroxylation

of bile acids . Indeed, some species metabolize lactate into SCFAs acetate and propionate via the methyl-malonyl-CoA

pathway .

However, apart from these few specific findings, given the variability in populations examined and diet assessment tools

employed in these studies, their results cannot be collated, and no robust conclusions can be expressed regarding the

independent effects of PA/exercise on the gut microbiota of healthy humans.  

This review was an attempt to summarize the evidence about gut microbial diversity and abundance related to PA trying to

separate the main available evidence from diet contribution, which differentiates our analysis from previous reviews

performed on this item. However, it shows some limitations. First of all, it should be considered that the majority of the

selected studies did not collect lifestyle information through objective measurement tools, such as accelerometers for

PA/exercise or photographic monitoring of dietary intake. Assessing these variables through self-reporting may lead to

inaccurate results. Furthermore, separating the effects of diet and PA is difficult to perform, since PA itself can favor the

adoption of specific dietary patterns.    

More randomized controlled studies, analyzing wider samples, and controlling for potential confounders are needed in this

field to disentangle this question. In particular, it should be considered that the practice of sport is often associated with

specific and sometimes extreme dietary patterns in professional athletes, so as regular exercise in amateurs is often

accompanied by healthier dietary habits . In addition, the gut microbiome has been shown to mediate the

effect of both diet and exercise, making it relevant to the athletes’ health and performance . Therefore, in light of

optimizing microbiota functionality for both athletes and the general population through the design of adequate exercise

and dietary programs, the components of the exercise and diet–microbiome paradigm should be further explored.
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